Developing Canada’s Digital-Ready Public Service

Executive Summary and Recommendations

The federal public service has ambitious plans to develop a transformational digital platform that will support innovation; enable delivery of user-centered, customized, and accessible services; and increase transparency and accountability. Such a platform is critical for meeting the public’s expectations for efficient and effective government.

To move toward information technology modernization, Canada’s public service must attract and retain world-class talent with the digital skills, experience, and mindset to drive this change. However, government is hamstrung by a skills gap. Not only does Canada suffer from a shortage of professionals with the skills government needs, but the people who possess digital skills are increasingly in demand in other sectors.

The skills shortage is most acute in areas including artificial intelligence (AI), analytics, the Internet of Things, cloud-based development, and matching technology to the specific requirements of users. Virtually all industrial sectors
are now increasingly reliant on technology, and demand for skills has increased more swiftly than supply.

For decades, Canada’s public service has been an employer of choice, offering opportunities to serve, coupled with job security, benefits and career advancement. However, there are some issues that are limiting government’s ability to attract highly skilled candidates. While government offers a work environment that aligns with the aspirations of many young job seekers—particularly with respect to serving a social purpose—some aspects of bureaucracy are less appealing. The work environment is perceived by some to be hierarchical and slow moving, with limited opportunities for advancement compared to the private sector.

Moreover, the federal public service’s complex rules and processes, including a lack of flexibility to negotiate compensation, put it at a disadvantage for attracting and retaining the best and brightest digital talent in a highly competitive market. While immigration has helped decrease the skills shortage in some sectors, public sector requirements and rules, such as the need for bilingualism, make it less easy to tap into this pool of workers.

These issues are particularly vexing as they relate to the hiring of skilled women. Increasing the participation of women in digital roles advances the design and decision-making process and allows organizations to hire from a broader talent pool. The absence of diversity in general in the development of digital technologies has been shown to allow bias to be embedded into products and services.

While senior roles in the federal public service have achieved something close to gender parity, women continue to be under-represented in technology roles. Most troubling is the significant decline in the percentage of young women in technology roles due to a smaller pool of women pursuing education in
engineering, paired with an increase of demand for women talent by the private sector.

So, what can be done to narrow this gap and attract a skilled and diverse workforce? An integrated strategy should include the following:

1. **Demonstrate the political will to build a digitally ready public service**

   Government must communicate the importance of talent and inclusion, and why the public service is a great place to work.

2. **Benchmark and develop accountability mechanisms**

   Apply accountability mechanisms, including measurable targets (which are distinct from quotas) and regular reporting, to set goals and track progress on the recruitment, development and advancement of digital talent.

3. **Build a digitally ready and inclusive organizational culture**

   The federal public service’s organizational culture must support building workplaces that are stimulating, rewarding, welcoming, inclusive, and provide access to state-of-the art tools to attract digitally ready talent.

4. **Modernize human resources and hiring practices**

   Core skills—especially in analytics, user experience, and artificial intelligence—are shifting away from “code warriors” and toward people who understand how to drive change enabled by technology. Government must update job classifications to reflect current skill needs and apply a critical lens through every stage of human resource processes.
5. Commit to new approaches to training

While engineering and computer science remain important disciplines, for many jobs the foundation can be laid through a variety of roles to which the requisite technology skills can be added. New approaches to training offer alternative pathways to digital roles, support upskilling existing talent, and build on assets such as “soft skills” or sector knowledge.

6. Apply a gender and diversity lens across the value chain

Progressive, high-performing organizations value diverse perspectives at every level. New tools, such as Gender Based Analysis Plus, inclusive design tools, and the Diversity Institute’s Diversity Assessment Tool, provide systematic approaches to open up the possibility of new approaches to “mainstream” inclusion.

7. Build public-private partnerships

Collaborations with the private sector, post-secondary institutions, and non-governmental organizations can provide access to talent, new ideas, and innovative approaches.

8. Rebrand, market and promote government service

The federal public service needs to build the skills pipeline by better communicating, through multiple channels, the challenges and rewards of a career—or even a stint—in government.

Canada’s public service has charted ambitious goals and a bold path enabled by technology. It needs an equally bold strategy to attract diverse talent, particularly women, who can help it get there.
Canadians are demanding a digital transformation

The Government of Canada has ambitious plans to become a digital government that will support innovation, enable delivery of user-centered, customized and accessible services, and increase transparency and accountability. At a time when demands on government are growing and resources are shrinking, technology has the potential to allow governments to do more with less.

“In the age of smartphones, social media and apps that do everything, Canadians expect their government to serve them as seamlessly and as well as they’ve come to expect from the best digital service providers. Government exists to improve the lives of people, and a digitally enabled public service gives us an unprecedented opportunity to improve government services.” *Scott Brison, former president of the Treasury Board and Minister of Digital Government*

The demand for digital technology is coming directly from Canadians. Today, we expect public services to be accessible online, and the user experience to be fast and intuitive. Citizens and businesses want intelligent systems that share data across applications and levels of government. Often referred to as “tell us once,” such systems enable users to provide basic information about
themselves or their enterprise that can then be stored and accessed by government as necessary.[2]

Federal public servants also expect a more sophisticated digital environment. Digital technology brings major benefits to the workplace, such as a more flexible and technology-enabled work environment, which is particularly valued by millennials. (For this group, studies suggest that telecommuting is second only to salary as a factor affecting employment choice.[3]) Employees in a modern workplace need digital tools that promote collaboration, information sharing and increased productivity, and that are accessible to and usable by people with disabilities.[4] Employees “want to be part of a networked workforce and want an experience that is open, inclusive, nimble and optimized for digital.”[5]

The Government of Canada needs to build an enterprise-wide system that reduces fragmentation and lays the foundation for agile, responsive and secure service delivery—something that can be accomplished only if infrastructure is shared across services. Such a system must also support user demands for better tracking, analysis, targeting and accountability. This allows access to information about everything from strategies to performance to the status of individual services. Increased transparency and accountability are particularly important, as they create higher levels of satisfaction among users and foster trust.[6] Equally important is meeting security requirements for data protection, another key issue that affects the public’s trust in government.

Digital technology has the potential to deliver all these things. The good news is that Canada’s digital strategy places it among leaders across the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries. Articulated in the Government of Canada Strategic Plan for Information Management and Information Technology 2017 to 2021[7], other critical components of the
strategy include the Government of Canada Digital Standards, the Data Strategy Roadmap for the Federal Public Service, a developing digital policy, and Canada’s fourth Plan on Open Government.

Canada’s strategy does a good job of reflecting what Canadians need and want; it highlights the demand for ensuring a high level of security, privacy, interoperability, accessibility, and open information so that government can provide Canadians with a consistent, enterprise-wide end-user experience, regardless of geographical location. The strategy also recognizes the need to respond to the realities of Canada’s digital divide and the inequality it creates among Canadians in areas such as latency (delays in transmission), bandwidth, security, infrastructure and service levels.[8] Realizing Canada’s digital strategy will be a challenge, as the Government of Canada lacks the fundamental infrastructure to support a shift to digitization.

“Nothing short of a complete rethink of the operating model of government is required to transition to the digital, interconnected era in which we live.” Alex Benay, Canada’s Chief Information Officer

Government needs to recruit highly skilled talent

To succeed in its vision for digital transformation, the federal public service needs a workforce with the right set of skills and a strategy to attract the best and brightest. More specifically, it needs a diverse workforce able to attract not
only workers with digital skills, but also workers with “hybrid” skills, in which technical skills are coupled with an understanding of the business value of reforming government through technology.

Unfortunately, Canada is experiencing a shortage in the highly skilled talent that government requires; at present, 40 percent of public sector organizations are not prepared for digital transformation. To make matters worse, the public sector has not fared well competing with the private sector for these relatively scarce workers.

Compounding the challenge, government has shown poor performance attracting women and certain minorities into its technical ranks. This is troubling, as high-performing organizations value the richness that gender parity and diversity bring to major projects, and the important role they play in eliminating bias in processes, products and services.

The challenge of attracting digital skills

As digitization increases across industrial sectors, demand for skilled talent has never been greater. Canada has an estimated 1.5 million information communications technology (ICT) workers, of which two-thirds are in industries not traditionally considered part of the ICT sector. The widening skills gap between the public and private sectors is worrying, as it suggests the private sector is doing a better job of drawing from an already-scarce digital talent base. As businesses hire, government organizations are left with a smaller pool to draw from.

Alex Hilton, Chief Executive of Cloud Industry Forum, commented, “Working with the technology that underpins digital transformation, such as on-demand cloud computing services, requires a different skill set from the traditional, proprietary IT technology of the past. Historically, many government
departments and agencies have outsourced their ICT services to system integrators (SIs), in some instances believing they had also outsourced the risk by doing so. This reliance on SIs, combined with the cutbacks imposed by years of austerity, has left many public sector organizations without the necessary skills and staff in-house to confidently adapt to new approaches to ICT such as the cloud.”[11]

Recent research has identified potential shortages in specific ICT occupations. For example, Employment and Social Development Canada (ESDC) identified 10 of 13 jobs that are in-demand and for which there is insufficient domestic labour supply.[12] The jobs identified do not include emerging, in-demand job roles that include both highly specialized skills (e.g., AI or AI developer) and hybrid roles (e.g., AI project manager, AI sales manager), where competition is particularly acute. According to Linkedin’s latest report on the Skills Companies Need Most in 2019, cloud computing is the most sought after skill by companies, followed by artificial intelligence. In response to this gap, Amazon Web Services (AWS) launched AWS Educate, a global initiative offering training for roles in cloud computing.
Government job types (called national occupation classification codes) may not reflect the full range of digital skills needed in Canada, such as those in data management, analytics and visualization. They also underplay the importance of business, management and hybrid skills. Policy-makers and managers in government need better labour market information and an updated understanding of the competencies—rather than credentials—required to perform in emerging digital roles.

Some researchers question the ways in which the skills gap has been presented, arguing that, were it acute, there would be more evidence of salary inflation. Part of this, they posit, results from an influx of highly skilled immigrants, which has helped bridge the gap. But imprecise definitions have created challenges. “ICT professional” is considered synonymous with a computer science or engineering degree, even though the range of ICT-
intensive roles is dramatically changing. Recent estimates put the number of
government ICT workers at roughly 17,000, yet there are serious skills
shortages and unfilled positions. This has led some to call for a dramatic rethink
of hiring and training practices.[15]

Meanwhile, taxonomies for digital skills are challenging to understand because
they are continually changing. In general, we differentiate between deep
technical skills (those that can typically be performed only by computer science
or engineering graduates), business technology skills, and basic digital literacy
(see Figure 2).

There is, however, a growing focus on core competencies across functions and
disciplines, including critical thinking and communication abilities. Historically,
the notion was that technical skills were foundational and “soft skills” could be
added. But recent discussions have shifted the focus toward “soft skills are
hard” (i.e., difficult to learn and use effectively) and that technical skills for
many job functions can be learned more easily. In fact, despite the significant
emphasis on introducing coding at earlier stages of education, some anticipate
that as AI transforms the platforms used to develop applications, traditional
coding skills will become less important than technical literacy and intelligence
— the ability to understand user needs, functional requirements and
expectations, and to match technological solutions to them.[16]
The need for technology-savvy leadership

Computer scientists and engineers with deep technical skills will be critical participants in Canada’s digital transformation. Still, these workers must also have operational, project management and service-delivery skills.

Large-scale technology projects have failed not because of the technology, but because of insufficient strategies for organizational change, project management, accountability mechanisms, and contract and relationship management. Government has been plagued by large-scale IT project failures that, unlike private sector failures, often become politicized. This has fueled risk aversion, which can impede innovation. The skills needed in government are both multidisciplinary and include the full range of digital skills.\[18\]
The federal government needs new approaches to human resource planning and organizational culture that challenge the status quo. Traditional bureaucratic values that focus on hierarchy, rules, risk avoidance, and preserving the status quo need to be balanced with more entrepreneurial approaches that encourage innovation (Figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
<th>TRADITIONAL</th>
<th>ENTREPRENEURIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy</td>
<td>Status quo, conservative</td>
<td>Future oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk</td>
<td>Averse</td>
<td>Rewarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Integrated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership approach</td>
<td>Top-down</td>
<td>Democratic, empowered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Controlled</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision making</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Decentralized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Flexible, adaptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>Tolerated</td>
<td>Encouraged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Across virtually all dimensions of organizational culture, an entrepreneurial approach brings innovative, creative, and shared thinking and problem solving. At the same time, tradition, hierarchical processes, risk management and control are characteristic of government. Striking the appropriate balance is important.
The challenges of competing for diverse talent

The federal public service has been seen for decades as an employer of choice because it provided secure employment, competitive benefits and ample opportunity for career advancement. Young job-seekers, particularly women, are often attracted to mission-driven work and a relatively progressive focus on diversity and equity.[20]

However, the civil service “brand” is not strong outside of its traditional source programs (e.g., public administration), and certain features of government jobs are becoming less attractive to younger generations. As one example, the hierarchy, formality and structure of the bureaucracy are often viewed unfavourably, and the workplace may lack appealing tools, flexibility and reward systems—important considerations for millennials, particularly in the technology sector. Levels of compensation, particularly perks, tend to be less competitive in government than in the private sector; and the relatively flat structure, with constant threats of cutbacks, limits opportunities for advancement.

While private sector companies have begun to develop their talent pipelines early, including recruiting high school students, the government participates less actively in recruiting for co-op and summer jobs, and is often limited in its outreach. The reasons are many.

To start, the social networks that support government recruitment tend to spring up through policy and public administration networks. This means that traditional disciplines that feed into the public service—such as politics, public administration, and the arts and social sciences—can lack even basic foundational skills compatible with technology and management practice. Recruitment processes are limited by budgetary and travel restrictions, and
public sector employers generally are less proactive than private sector companies in competing for top talent.

Additionally, the federal civil service faces many constraints in recruitment, hiring and advancement processes. These processes are highly structured and shaped by complex regulations and collective agreements negotiated between public service unions and government. Structures of employment, including long, formal recruitment cycles, and requirements such as bilingualism, also limit the pool. High levels of unionization present barriers, particularly to movement up and across ranks, or to alternative pathways into employment. These impede the ability to attract talent, especially women.

Jobs that require candidates be bilingual in Canada’s official languages creates challenges for tapping into skilled immigrant ICT workers, who may speak multiple languages, but not French and English. Given that 37 percent of ICT workers in Canada are immigrants, most of whom are not bilingual in both official languages, this presents another barrier to attracting diverse talent.

Public administration training—still a core discipline for public sector recruitment—does not include project management, finance or technology, creating a further disconnect between people seeking public sector jobs and what the public sector actually needs.

Years of cutbacks have made it difficult for government to provide the level of professional development high performers need to stay current. While new initiatives are being designed to help develop existing employees, they are still in their early stages. Multiple strategies are needed—pipeline development, reskilling, partnering—to meet the federal public service’s ambitious goals for implementing digital government.

While diversity and inclusion are important to the Government of Canada, there
is no overarching strategy, and hiring targets and assessments are uneven. [21] To modernize the public service through digital technology, government must rethink and adapt its human resources functions, including how it recruits, selects, develops and advances employees.

Evidence is mounting that a failure to embrace diversity in the digital workforce can lead to the replication and entrenchment of bias in the design of systems. This is sparking calls to embed inclusive design, which draws on the full range of human diversity, along the entire value chain and design processes so that products and services meet the needs of diverse users. [22] What’s more, says Denise Shortt, Interim President and CEO at the Information Technology Association of Canada, “research shows that increased diversity leads companies toward greater innovation, productivity and competitiveness. It also ensures that we can attract the best and the brightest in the global war for talent.”

The challenge of attracting skilled women

As government grapples with the dual challenges of gender equity in technology roles and ensuring a long pipeline of digital talent, it needs to accommodate new approaches to training and hiring that offer alternative pathways to digital roles. While engineering and computer science remain important foundational disciplines, there are increasingly more roles for “hybrids”—those that combine technology with an understanding of organizations, processes, human behaviour and service delivery. For many
roles, the foundation must include a variety of disciplines to which the requisite technology skills can be added. Flipping the paradigm opens pathways for women and other under-represented groups and allows upskilling long-time employees.

In general, the public service in Canada is an attractive place for women to work. Levels of representation in the civil service at all levels is higher than in the private sector. Compared to the private sector, there are few gender differences in overall employee engagement surveys and women in the public service often report higher overall levels of satisfaction than men do.[23]

While women have achieved parity across the federal public service, comprising 55 percent of all workers, they are only 47 percent of executives.[24] The percentage of women in executive positions is lower than among the non-executive workforce in 30 of the largest departments in the federal public service. Shared Services Canada is the exception: women make up 31 percent of the workforce, but 39 percent of executives.[25]

When the data is broken down further, troubling trends emerge for recruiting a diverse digital workforce. Women fill just 27 percent of all positions in computer science in the federal government, and this percentage is on the decline.[26] While women constitute about 30 percent of computer science workers between the ages of 40 and 60, only 16 percent are younger than 40. This suggests the public service is struggling to attract young women with a technology background.

Numbers will likely continue to decline due to intensified competition from the private sector. Another reason is a push in the ICT sector to increase the representation of women at a time when the pool of computer science graduates is increasingly limited (see Figure 4).
These realities have profound implications for the skills gap as it applies to gender. The proportion of women in engineering and computer science has scarcely budged, despite 30 years of advocacy and education, leading some to argue that new strategies are needed. Those strategies must use levers, such as legislation, procurement and accreditation, which have demonstrated results.[27]

**FIGURE 4**  
*Women in science, engineering, technology and math*

The percentage of women in engineering is only marginally higher than in 1985, and the percentage of women in computer science has declined:
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(Source: Council of Ontario Universities, 2015)

However, gaps persist in specific areas. The Professional Institute of the Public Service of Canada’s study of women in public sector science revealed
differences in perceptions of gender bias: 42 percent of women surveyed saw gender as a barrier to their career progress, and 27 percent believed that men are favoured in opportunities for leadership roles. Almost a quarter of respondents mentioned that they lacked mentors and role models in their field. This is a challenge across technology fields. Programs like AWS’s We Power Tech aim to nurture diverse talent for technology roles. The program identifies role models and provides them with opportunities to speak about their experiences and inspire those seeking to work in technology fields.

Women also reported having significantly more care responsibilities compared to men—a factor that also negatively affected their careers.[28] Challenges also persist with respect to “the chilly climate,” particularly for women in science and technology, where women feel unwelcome.

At the same time, there are significant variances in the proportion of women in STEM programs across universities, suggesting that some have policies and curriculum that are friendlier towards women.[29] Traditionally, some have assumed that girls are weak in math, but that is not the case. The picture is much more complex and connected to the deep structures and the socialization of women, as well as the ways in which engineering and computer science disciplines are constructed and taught.[30] With profound changes in the nature of digital work—including the impact of AI on the task of coding itself—government needs to rethink many of the ways in which we have historically framed digital skills.
The way forward

The demand for digital skills, and the reality of a skills gaps, is prevalent across Canada’s industrial sectors. The public service can learn from the private sector’s promising practices in recruiting, attracting and retaining highly-skilled workers, particularly women. The recommendations offered below can help create a diverse and digitally-savvy workforce in the federal public service.

1. Demonstrate the political will to build a digitally-ready public service

High-performance organizations commit at the executive level to supporting and implementing gender diversity practices and policies across the organization. Leadership in the federal public service must emulate this by communicating its strategy and strengthening its brand as an innovative, inclusive and meaningful place to work.[31]

2. Benchmark and develop accountability mechanisms

It is critical for organizations to “walk the talk” of supporting women, including integrating gender equity into all programs, structures and delivery mechanisms. Better evidence and analysis are needed to assess how women in digital roles perceive the environment, the attitudes of leaders and colleagues, and the perceptions of those with the appropriate skills who are not seeking employment in the federal public service.

Apply accountability mechanisms, including measurable targets (which are distinct from quotas) and regular reporting, to set goals and track progress on the recruitment, development and advancement of digital talent. Ensure consistent tracking of the talent pipeline to understand who is being reached, who is applying, and who is being interviewed and selected, to inform an
3. Build a digitally-ready and inclusive organizational culture

Federally-regulated companies, including most financial institutions, ICT companies and many consulting firms, all depend on attracting the best and the brightest. These firms have exemplary systems for reporting on representation across diversity categories, as well as on talent pipeline analysis and employee engagement levels which are tied to performance evaluations and reward systems.

These systems are helpful for building an inclusive and innovative organizational culture, reinforcing norms, customs, beliefs and behavior to support the mission. But the best-laid change strategy can be completely undermined by culture that reinforces the status quo. Changing culture is one of the most challenging impediments to advancing Canada’s digital strategy, and the federal public service needs a complete rethink on policies that relate to such areas as child-care, flexible work, hierarchies, harassment and many more.

4. Modernize human resources and hiring practices

Government can attract, develop and retain individuals from diverse groups by applying a gender diversity lens to the pipeline analysis data, as well as to the processes associated with recruiting, developing, managing and engaging with employees. This includes engaging women role models, speakers, mentors and advisers, and intentionally developing and sponsoring talent.

Extensive work on competency-based assessment and asset-based approaches that build on the skills people have (versus what they lack) is key in the ICT space. New, agile staffing models such as the Government of Canada’s “Talent
Cloud”—an experimental hiring platform for project based employment—are attracting international attention.

5. Adopt “hybrid” training practices

New approaches to training can offer alternative pathways to digital roles, assess and develop competencies, support upskilling existing talent, and build on assets such as “soft skills” or sector knowledge. A new brand of digital-savvy leadership training is also necessary for managing in this new environment. While engineering and computer science remain important foundational disciplines, there are increasingly more roles for “hybrids”—those that combine technology with an understanding of organizations, processes, human behaviour and service delivery.

Rather than assuming technology skills as the foundation to which “soft skills” can be added, recognize that for many roles, the foundation can be laid through a variety of disciplines to which the requisite technology skills can be added. Flipping the paradigm opens pathways for women and other under-represented groups, as well as for upskilling long-time employees.

6. Apply a gender and diversity lens across the value chain

Gender and diversity need to be considered at every level of corporate strategy and function. New tools, such as Gender Based Analysis Plus, inclusive design tools, and the Diversity Institute’s Diversity Assessment Tool, provide systematic approaches to asking key questions across the organization and open up the possibility of new approaches to “mainstream” inclusion. Think about all dimensions of operations in applying gender and diversity lenses. This is becoming increasingly important in ICT, as inclusive design principles have uncovered how bias can be unintentionally built into technology and systems.
7. Build public-private partnerships

In the short term, the federal public service simply cannot staff up quickly enough to meet the needs of its ambitious strategy. One strategy is to build partnerships, within appropriate risk-management frameworks, with private sector firms, universities, colleges and other organizations to gain access to much needed skills. There are opportunities to influence the curricula of public administration programs so they will include more of the technology, information systems, project management, finance and “practical” skills that are more typically associated with MBAs.

As one example of a successful partnership, AWS, in collaboration with the University of Ottawa Professional Development Institute, has developed AWS DigiGov, a free, two-day program to teach the Canadian government to use the cloud to deliver digital services that are citizen-centric.[32]

8. Rebrand, market and promote government service

Innovative outreach and communication are important run to build the skills pipeline. Some organizations recruit women by appealing to their social conscience. For example, Capital One dramatically increased its recruitment of young women by hosting socially progressive hackathons in collaboration with non-profit organizations. It gave women ICT professionals an opportunity to learn more about the values of the organization and is credited with increasing women participation in the Capital One ICT department.

Modernizing the work environment and leadership to be more inclusive will appeal to millennials. For example, Lakeridge Health Care Centre in Oshawa, Ont. used the successful, “we don’t care what’s on your head. We care what’s in it,” campaign to recruit diverse Quebec healthcare professionals. (The campaign ran amid the launch of the Parti Québécois’ controversial secular
values charter, which targeted hijab-wearing Muslims.) Similarly, debunking some of the myths about government jobs, akin to the Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada campaign debunking the idea that accounting jobs are boring, could be fruitful.

While it will be important to ensure that the reality matches the promise, leveraging diverse, inclusive, tolerant and supportive work environments can help attract the talent that the Government of Canada needs to succeed in a digital world.

Conclusion

Canada’s public service has charted an ambitious and comprehensive information management and technology strategy, and talent is one of its pillars. Finding innovative approaches to attracting, developing, and retaining the best and brightest requires rethinking many traditional assumptions and harnessing new approaches — not just to human resources management, but also to leadership, culture, the value chain, marketing and communications, and the government brand.

In its 2018 budget, the Government of Canada presented a gender results framework with ambitious targets across all aspects of society, including the creation of a new department with full status—Women and Gender Equality—to drive change. While the Government of Canada has made significant progress in its overall advancement of gender equality, more can and should be done, particularly with respect to the ways in which it tackles the digital skills shortage in the public sector. Embracing innovative practices and embedding a
gender and diversity lens on the ways in which it defines digital skills, thinks about pathways to digital roles and challenges traditional structures and processes will ensure not only that the playing field is level, but also that it has the talent needed to provide accessible, digitally enabled services for Canadians.
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